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OYSTER CREEK

RADIOLOGICAL FIELD OPERATIONS TRAINING PROGRAM
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Introduction
,

Section 6.3.2 of the Technical Specifications for Oyster Creek specify that
"Each' member of the radiation protection organization....shall meet or exceed

an NRC approved Radiologic'al Controls Training Prograrg'. qualified through
the qualifications of ANSI-N 18.1-1971.. .or be formally

In accordance
with this specification, GPU Nuclear, the licensee, on February 25, 1982
provided a description and summary of their radiological field operations
training program which we have evaluated as set forth below.

'

Evalua tion

The subject prog [am is a pmposed alternative to qualification in
accordance with ANSI-N 18.1-1971, " Standard for Selection and Train,ing
of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants". ANSI 18.1 specifies that the
tedenicians have two years experience in their specialty and tnat they

1 must have the combination of education, experience and skills necessary
j to perform assigned functions during nonnal and abnormal conditions.

This standard also recomends that technicians have 1 year training,
but does not spe'cify the content of the training.

As an al ternative to the general ' experience criteria of ANSI 18.1, the
licensee has proposed, in a letter dated February 25, 1982, a co:apre-
hensive training and qualification program. This pmgram includes
theoretical and practica training in all necessary concepts and duties
to be performed, written and oral examinations, and records of training
and qualification. The qualification program will be applicable toj

i licensee staff; contractor personnel will be trained in the procedures
applicable lo their specific duties. The Technical Specifications'

require that contractor technicians in responsible positions be qualified
in accordance with ANSI 18.1 if they do not complete the licensee's
qualification program.

We have reviewed the licensee's program and find it to meet the staff*

| criteria. We note that, the training program specifies no requirement
for experi.ence for the radiological controls staff. We requested and'

the licensee conmitted to incorporate a specification for experter.ce
for radiological control technicians and foremen, within the proposed
qualification program. The experience requirments are that radiological
controls technicians are to have at least one year experience and foremen
to have at least four years experience in radiological controls. We note- -

that time spent in a radiological controls training program may count to- -~

wards completion of minimum experience requirments. .
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Concl usion

'We, conclude that the proposed radiological control technician and
foremen qualification program, when modified to include a specification
for experience, as roted above, will provide the radiological controls
staff with the qualifications necessary to perfonn assigned functions
during normal and abnormal conditions and to provide adequate radio-
logical contiS1 support to the plant. The modified program will pro-
vide training and qualification equivalent to that in ANSI 18.1 and,
therefore, is acceptable.
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